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Multinational Performance and Industry Context 

 
 
 

 
Abstract 

 
Studies of multinational performance have moved from linear, to quadratic and to cubic relationships 

but despite this seeming increase in sophistication, the empirical evidence has remained contradictory. 

The hypothesized performance relationships of multinationality have typically been driven by assumed 

trade-offs between underlying cost/benefit functions. However, this paper argues that cost/benefit 

trade-offs associated with international expansion are shaped by industry specific conditions that 

systematically confound the performance outcomes of multinationality. Whereas prior studies often 

have been confined to a focus on manufacturing and smaller cross-sectional samples, this study 

analyses the multinational performance outcomes across a comprehensive industry-wide dataset during 

1996-2000. The analyses show positive multinational performance relationships in manufacturing and 

knowledge-based service industries whereas capital-based service industries have negative 

performance relationships. These results support the proposed heterogeneity in multinational 

performance effects across industry contexts. 
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Introduction 
The relationship between economic performance and multinational enterprise (MNE) continues to be 

subject to intense debate and existing results remain inconclusive. Some researchers found evidence 

of direct positive relationships between the level of multinationality and performance (e.g., Vernon, 

1971; Grant, 1987; Grant/Jammine/Thomas, 1988) while others found neutral or even negative 

relationships (e.g., Buckley, 1977; Michel/Shaked, 1986). More recently there has been a focus on 

curvilinear relationships where analyses indicate an inverse u-shaped performance relationship (e.g., 

Daniels/Bracker, 1989; Ramaswamy, 1995; Gomes/Ramaswamy, 1999) while others found a u-

shaped relationship (e.g., Qian, 1997; Ruigrok/Wagner, 2003). A further extension of theses diverse 

outcomes has been to look for possible sigmoid relationships but yet again, the results seem to be 

conflicting (e.g., Contractor/Kundu/Hsu, 2003; Ruigrok/Wagner/Amann, 2004). As a consequence 

of the contradictory evidence, Hennart (2007) concludes that there is no strong theoretical support in 

the multinationality literature for positive performance outcomes. 

It is argued that multinational performance derive from various sources ranging from economic 

effects of exploiting imperfections in factor and product markets (e.g., Buckley/Casson, 1976; 

Caves, 1971, Dunning, 1988) to managerial effects from wider deployment of corporate resources 

(e.g., Buhner, 1987; Kobrin, 1991; Talmann/Li, 1996; Teece, 1986) and operational flexibility (e.g., 

Kogut, 1985, 1989; Kogut/Kulatilaka, 1994). These rationales have been extended more recently to 

consider improved learning conditions in diverse environments accessible to MNEs 

(Bartlett/Ghoshal, 1998; Foss/Pedersen, 2002; Govindarajan/Gupta, 2001; Kogut/Zander, 1993). 

However, operating internationally is not frictionless. Managing a multinational structure catering to 

many different national conditions increases the level of complexity and uncertainty and thereby 

extends the cost of controlling and coordinating enterprise activities (e.g., Prahalad/Doz, 1987; 

Rosenzweig/Singh, 1991; Vernon, 1966; Zaheer/Musakowski, 1996). Given the countervailing 

forces of costs and benefits associated with multinational enterprise, the relative influences of these 

forces have been adopted as arguments for particular performance outcomes. This paper posits that 

the industry context can influence the cost/benefit trade-offs and thereby affect the performance 

relationships of multinationality. We adopt Stabell and Fjeldstad’s (1998) chain, shop, and network 
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configurations to assess the value and cost drivers applying to different industry contexts and 

analyze the associated effects on multinational performance.  

The paper contributes to the ongoing debate about the performance effects of multinational 

enterprise. Many empirical studies are characterized by relatively small cross-sectional samples 

focused on a narrow range of industries. This limitation in data availability has rendered comparative 

analyses across industry contexts difficult and rare with Contractor/Kundu/Hsu (2003) constituting a 

notable exception. The paper addresses this shortcoming by assessing the cost/benefit trade-offs 

applying to different generic industry contexts and testing the hypothesized performance 

relationships of multinationality on a comprehensive cross-sectional dataset. 

In the following, we first conduct a brief review of the literature discussing the benefits and costs of 

multinational enterprise (The Performance of Multinational Enterprise). Then we discuss how 

identified benefits and costs may apply to different industry contexts (The Role of Industry 

Context) and related hypotheses are developed from this discussion (Hypotheses). The hypotheses 

are tested on a cross-sectional sample of 1,175 US companies (Empirical Study). Finally, the 

results are discussed (Discussion) and conclusions drawn (Conclusion). 

 

The Performance of Multinational Enterprise  
 

The Benefits Associated with Multinationality   

Many theoretical arguments have been forwarded to explain how multinationality can enhance 

performance. An organization with a global reach has the opportunity to exploit market 

imperfections that may exist between factor markets, product markets, and financial markets located 

in different national environments (Dunning, 1988; Teece, 1981). Hence, a multinational structure 

can facilitate better sourcing alternatives, provide a basis for international arbitrage through cross-

border transactions, and give wider access to regional capital markets (e.g., Yip, 1995; 

Govindarajan/Gupta, 2001). It also allows the possibility of engaging in cross subsidization and 

price discrimination between national markets (Rugman, 1981). The ability to engage in factor cost 

arbitrage on a global scale provides opportunities to maximize location economies (Kogut, 1985, 
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1989), gain operational flexibilities (Kogut, 1985; Kogut/Kulatilaka, 1994), and lever arbitrage 

opportunities (Annavarjula/Beldona, 2000; Daniels/Bracker, 1989). The expanded market reach may 

yield scale and scope economies (Buckley/Casson, 1976; Caves, 1971; Grant, 1987; Kobrin, 1991; 

Kogut, 1985; Porter, 1986; Tallman/Li, 1996) and allow the corporation to amortize investment over 

a larger market area (Bartlett/Ghoshal, 1998; Kobrin, 1991; Tallman/Li, 1996). 

Business engagements across diverse markets may further lead to risk diversification and improved 

risk-return characteristics (Lessard, 1976). There may be wider access to perform effective scanning 

of global market and competitor developments (Grant, 1987; Vernon, 1966) with associated 

effectiveness in new product developments (Bartlett/Ghoshal, 1998). A multinational structure that 

controls access to knowledge-based resources in different national environments should be better at 

absorption and exchange of regional competencies (Cohen/Levinthal, 1990; Kogut/Zander, 1992). 

The firm can use its multinational reach to tap into local knowledge, absorb it, and transfer it to other 

entities and facilitate organizational learning (Kobrin, 1991; Teece, 1986). This may allow the firm 

to generate more and superior knowledge (Grant, 1996) and build unique insights across the 

multinational organization from access to local pockets of expertise (Kogut/Zander, 1993; Argote 

1999). Hence, a multinational enterprise that transfers competencies and knowledge between 

overseas entities may enhance the development of global market opportunities (Andersen/Foss, 

2005; Buhner, 1987; Lord/Ranft, 2000).     

 

The Costs Associated with Multinationality   

A major cost factor of multinational enterprise relates to the unfamiliarity with foreign ways of 

thinking and doing things (Hymer, 1976). Complex and dynamic international environments impose 

additional information processing needs on the organization and augment the associated 

communication costs (Egelhoff, 1988; Galbraith, 1977). For firms operating across many and 

diverse national environments, complexity is further augmented and imposes additional costs on the 

organization from dealing with the ‘liability of foreignness’ (Zaheer, 1996; Zaher/Musakowski, 

1997). This may be reflected in increasing transaction costs (Jones/Hill, 1988) and agency costs 

(Roth/O’Donnell, 1996) associated with intra-firm activities. Complexity imposes higher control and 

coordination costs on the organization, which is further aggravated with increasing cultural diversity 
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(Barkema/Bell/Pennings, 1996; Geringer/Beamish/daCosta, 1989; Gomes/Ramaswamy, 1999; 

Kogut/Singh, 1988). Thus, internationalizing firms are faced with incremental costs of acquiring 

knowledge about new unfamiliar market environments (Johanson /Vahlne, 1977, 1990) while the 

handling of differentiated customer needs may require additional coordination efforts (Prahalad/Doz, 

1987; Bartlet/Ghoshal, 1998). At the same time, financial exposures may increase from extended 

cross border trade (Reeb/Kwok/Back, 1998) while overseas investments introduce new political 

risks (Boddewyn, 1988).  

 

The Cost/Benefit Dynamic in Multinational Enterprise   

As appears, we can reference a broad literature for many potential sources to multinational benefits. 

But, there are also distinct costs associated with multinational expansion that may offset, or more 

than offset, the benefits. Hence, the multinational enterprise is faced with important trade-offs 

between the benefits and costs of multinationality. The eventual performance relationship of the 

level of multinational activity arguably depends on the development of the underlying cost/benefit 

dynamic. A positive linear relationship of multinationality implies that the benefits of multinational 

activity increase at a higher rate than the associated cost at all stages of the internationalization 

process (Grant, 1987; Grant/Jammine/Thomas, 1988). Conversely, a negative linear relationship 

assumes that costs associated with multinational expansion increase faster than the benefits of 

multinationality at all stages of the internationalization process (Figure 1a/b).  

 

Insert Figure 1 about here 

  

These relatively simple cost/benefit relationships may not prevail. It is argued that early 

internationalizers have low initial costs of acquiring foreign market information when they start 

expansion into countries that are geographically and culturally close to the home environment 

(Davidson, 1980, 1983; Johanson/Vahlne, 1977; Papadopoulos/Denis, 1988). However, at later 

stages of the international expansion, engagement in increasingly unfamiliar cultural environments 
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could increase costs exponentially (Vernon, 1966; Geringer/Beamish/daCosta, 1989). Under those 

circumstances, multinational expansion will occur rather smoothly up to a certain point beyond 

which the costs may increase at a faster rate than the benefits (Al-Obaidan/Scully, 1995; 

Gomez/Ramaswamy, 1999; Katrishen/Scordis, 1998; Mishra/Gobeli, 1998). At the same time, the 

benefits of multinationality may level off and display a diminishing marginal value contribution at 

higher levels of international expansion (Hitt/Hoskisson/Kim, 1997; Siddharthan/Lall, 1982). As a 

consequence, high levels of multinationality would be associated with decreasing profitability 

(Daniels/Bracker, 1989; Geringer/Beamish/daCosta, 1989; Gomes/Ramaswamy, 1999; Ramaswamy, 

1995) causing the performance relationship of multinationality to display an inverted j-curve (or 

inverse u-curve) relationship (Figure 2a). This reasoning has supported the notion of an 

‘internationalization threshold’ with a general prediction that multinational expansion beyond a 

certain level is unprofitable (Ramaswamy, 1995; Sullivan, 1994) although the phenomenon possibly 

could be industry specific (Gomez/Ramaswamy, 1999).  

Accepting the argument that early internationalizers face relatively low initial costs 

(Johanson/Vahlne, 1977; Papadopoulos/Denis, 1988), it could also be reasoned that while continued 

international expansion imposes increasing costs, it will take place at diminishing increments 

because the organization moves along an experience curve where initial improvements in the 

handling of multinational diversity are the highest (Hitt/Hoskisson/Kim,1997; Johanson/Vahlne, 

1990; Ruigrok/Wagner, 2003). At the same time, access to diverse international resources can 

facilitate the use of regional competencies and knowledge to exploit global market opportunities, 

which may grow exponentially as the international reach is extended (e.g., Buhner, 1987; Dunning, 

1998; Kobrin, 1991; Kogut/Zander, 1993). Together, these assumptions lead to a u-shaped 

performance relationship of multinationality (Figure 2b). Ruigrok/Wagner (2003) found that this 

indeed seem to be the case for German companies. They partly ascribe this phenomenon to higher 

cost of initial international expansion for German compared to US companies, which can explain the 

inverse findings in these two national market environments. 

   

Insert Figure 2 about here 
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However, Sullivan (1994) suggested a focus on convergence cycles with more than one inflection 

point along the multinational expansion path. Hence, it may be argued that early internationalizers 

are faced with rapidly increasing costs due to the prevalence of ‘liabilities of foreignness’ 

(Contractor/Kundu/Hsu, 2003; Gongming, 1998; Zaheer, 1995; Zaheer/Musakowski, 1997) although 

this trend will level off as the organization learns how to handle the multinational diversity 

(Johanson/Vahlne, 1990; Ruigrok/Wagner, 2003). However, as further international expansion 

proceeds into increasingly unfamiliar cultural environments, costs may start to increase 

exponentially (Geringer/Beamish/daCosta, 1989; Gomes/Ramaswamy, 1999) and high complexity 

may eventually lead to loss of strategic control (Prahalad/Doz, 1987; Hitt/Hoskisson/Kim, 1997). 

Since it may take time to learn how to exploit the advantages from the multinational presence, 

benefits could initially accrue at a low rate whereas advantages derived from scale and scope 

economies (Buckley/Casson, 1976; Grant, 1987; Kobrin, 1991; Kogut, 1985), international arbitrage 

(Annavarjula/Beldona, 2000; Daniels/Bracker, 1989; Yip, 1995; Govindarajan/Gupta, 2001), cross 

subsidization (Rugman, 1981), and location economies (Kogut, 1985, 1989) might accrue only after 

a certain level of international expansion has been reached. At very high levels of multinational 

activity, the benefits may again level off as expansion continues into increasingly marginal market 

areas (Contractor/Kundu/Hsu, 2003; Siddharthan/Lall, 1982). Under these assumptions, the 

performance relationship of multinationality will follow an s-curved shape (Figure 3a) as supported 

by some recent empirical studies (Contractor/Kundu/Hsu, 2003; Lu/Beamish, 2004). 

Under other circumstances, it could be argued that early internationalizers face low incremental 

costs (Johanson/Vahlne, 1977, 1990) but later will incur rapidly increasing costs due to widespread 

activities across diverse foreign environments (Al-Obaidan/Scully, 1995; 

Geringer/Beamish/daCosta, 1989; Gomez/Ramaswamy, 1999; Zaheer, 1995). A higher level of 

complexity and increasing communication and coordination costs derived from continued 

internationalization may eventually require an organizational restructuring to reconfiguration 

internal processes and systems so they can  integrate the diversity of multinational activities 

(Bartlett/Ghoshal, 1998; Egelhoff, 1988; Hitt/Huskisson/Kim, 1997; Prahalad/Doz, 1987; Sullivan, 

1994). Once the reorganization has been accomplished, the firm might again be able to continue 
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multinational expansion and reap the benefits from scale and scope economies (Buckley/Casson, 

1976; Grant, 1987; Porter, 1986; Tallman/Li, 1997), cross-border arbitrage (Dunning, 1988; 

Daniels/Bracker, 1989; Teece, 1981), operational flexibilities (Kogut, 1985; Kogut/Kulatilaka, 

1994), etc., without incurring incremental costs. This reasoning would lead to a performance 

relationship of multinational expansion that follows an inverse s-curve (Figure 3b). Empirically 

studies have found evidence of such a performance relationship among Swiss multinationals 

(Ruigrok/Wagner/Amann, 2004). 

 

Insert Figure 3 about here 

 

As appears from this discussion, various performance relationships of multinationality can be 

derived based on different rationales about the underlying cost/benefit trade-offs and may reach 

rather different outcomes as discussed in the extant literature. The potential contradictions associated 

with this discussion are enforced by empirical studies that seem to provide support for all the 

proposed performance relationships. While there has been some adherence to a deterministic view in 

terms of a ‘multinationality threshold’ (Ramaswamy, 1995; Geringer/Beamish/daCosta, 1989; 

Gomez/Ramaswamy, 1999) and a universal s-curve relationship (Contractor/Kundu/Hsu, 2003; 

Lu/Beamish, 2004; Riahi-Belkaoui, 1998) other researchers have pointed to potential causes for 

divergence. These include possible effects from diverse home country environments 

(Ruigrok/Wagner, 2003; Ruigrok/Wagner/Amann, 2004), the time periods being analyzed 

(Daniels/Bracker, 1989; Grant, 1987; Geringer/Tallman/Olsen, 2000), and firm specific managerial 

competences, such as, innovation and marketing (Kotabe/Srinivasan/Aulakh, 2002), integrative 

strategy processes (Andersen, 2004), and communication technologies (Andersen/Foss, 2005).  

Hence, the literature is replete with suitable arguments to explain why the multinational performance 

function might take the shape of linear, curvilinear, or sigmoid relationships where empirical studies 

find traces of them all. However, there has been little consideration of the cost/benefit dynamics of 

specific industry contexts and how they might affect multinational performance outcomes in ways 

that could partially explain the seemingly contradictory empirical results. Hence, the following 
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section will focus on how different generic industry contexts may influence the way in which 

multinational enterprises operate.    

 

The Role of Industry Context 

Differential Cost-Benefit Effects   

Prior empirical analyses on the performance relationship of multinationality have predominantly 

been based on companies operating in manufacturing industries. In view of the increasing 

importance of services in the global economy, however, Contractor, Kundu and Hsu (2003) assumed 

an extended industry perspective in an initial study of multinational performance relationships across 

service industries. Their analysis assumed a rather broad classification of two supposedly distinct 

service sectors comprising knowledge-based and capital-based services. This provided important 

insights to the multinational performance relationships for different types of services. However, 

there may be a need to adopt a more theoretically systematic classification of industry contexts to 

gauge the under underlying cost/benefit dynamics in more comprehensive studies.    

    

Many advantages associated with multinational expansion seem applicable across industries and 

may constitute rather universal arguments for internationalization efforts. A wider global reach 

across national markets should put any firm in a better position to source inputs and distribute 

outputs thereby providing an ability to exploit imperfections in factor and product markets through 

arbitrage and internal resource deployment (Annavarjula/Beldona, 2000; Daniels/Bracker, 1989; 

Dunning, 1988). To the extent products and services cater to constituents in multiple market 

environments there should also be room for scale and scope economic benefits (Buckley/Casson, 

1976; Grant, 1987; Kobrin, 1991; Tallman/Li, 1996). The ability to scan global competitive 

conditions and using this to improve customer offerings and internal processes appear equally 

relevant across industries (Bartlett/Ghoshal, 1998; Buhner, 1987; Grant, 1987). On the cost side, all 

organizations will be exposed to unfamiliar environments when they internationalize and will incur 

costs to learn the foreign ways (Hymer, 1976; Johanson /Vahlne, 1977, 1990; Zaheer, 1995). 

Diversity and complexity is also bound to increase thereby inflicting additional information 
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processing, communication, and coordination costs on any multinational organization 

(Bartlet/Ghoshal, 1998; Egelhoff, 1988; Galbraith, 1977; Prahalad/Doz, 1987). Nonetheless, despite 

these seemingly general effects of multinationality there are likely to be subtle differences in the 

underlying cost/benefit dynamics across industry contexts.  

 

Manufacturing Industries 

Multinational enterprise in manufacturing industries should be prone to exploit location economies 

(Kogut, 1985, 1989). That is, companies that depend on sourcing of tangible input factors, including 

raw materials and labor, should be in a better position to establish manufacturing facilities and 

logistics systems in a way that gives access to cost efficient factor inputs of sufficient quality 

(Annavarjula/Beldona, 2000; Daniels/Bracker, 1989). This also entails potential operational 

flexibilities that could allow switching of production across different economic regions (Kogut, 

1985; Kogut/Kulatilaka, 1994) with potential positive risk management effects (Lessard, 1976). 

Manufacturing firms are characterized by turning physical inputs into enhanced physical outputs and 

comprise a wide range of products from household goods like food, clothing and furniture to high-

tech products like machinery, computers and electronics. Manufacturing represents a long-linked 

sequential technology with sequential value creating activities that can be analyzed as a conventional 

value chain (Stabell/Fjedstad, 1998). In this industry context, competitive advantage relates to 

economic efficiencies along the value chain with scale, capacity utilization and scope economies as 

the major drivers of cost advantages. Hence, a major challenge in multinational manufacturing is to 

create appropriate ‘fit’ between functional elements in the multinational value chain and gain 

economic efficiencies by scaling operations and sharing activities across national product markets 

(Porter, 1986, 1996). The ability to pursue this can be enhanced by communication and information 

technologies for process integration across geographically dispersed business entities and monitoring 

of economic exposures (Andersen/Foss, 2005). 

 

Trading Industries 

A significant number of firms operate in trading industries including businesses like wholesalers, 
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department stores, supermarkets and other retailers. Trading businesses do not produce but channel 

goods between producers and consumers that can be analyzed as a value chain configuration like 

manufacturing firms. Therefore, comparative advantages are gained from the scale and scope 

economies of different value activities. Trading firms are in a good position to scale their 

distribution assets to fulfill immediate market needs as well as extended international expansion. A 

lower fixed cost element reduces pressures to gain scale economies and increase flexibilities in 

foreign market entry. Hence, trading firms have little pressure to expend large capital outlays across 

extensive geographies but may pick the most suitable foreign markets in their internationalization 

strategy. Extending a trading business across essential national markets should provide good 

arbitrage opportunities (Daniels/Bracker, 1989; Annavarjula/Beldona, 2000) as well as price 

discrimination and cross-subsidization between different regions (Rugman, 1981). Similarly, a 

prudent choice of market locations can offer opportunities for operational flexibilities in global 

sourcing and logistics systems (Kogut, 1985; Kogut/Kulatilaka, 1994). The use of communication 

and information technologies can enhance efficiencies of the global sourcing, inventory, distribution, 

and invoicing systems adopted by trading firms (Andersen/Foss, 2005). 

 

Service Industries I 

Turning to services researchers have identified companies operating in knowledge-based service 

industries (Contactor/Kundu/Hsu, 2003) comprising professional service companies in businesses 

like medicine, law, architecture, engineering, oil exploration, consulting, etc. These organizational 

structures have been referred to as value shops as distinct from value chains (Stabell/Fjedstad, 1998). 

These firms manage knowledge workers with a technology geared to solve customer problems. The 

operational requirements relate to client origination, problem analysis, execution of solutions and 

control processes to ensure output quality. The operational processes are iterative, interactive, and 

cyclical with labor intensive value activities that lever unique expertise. The cost drivers of value 

shops are not significant but value is contributed by market reputation that may convince potential 

clients about the reliability of proposed solutions. The multinational expansion of these kinds of 

organizations should be prone to learning from the exchange of regional expertise accessible across 

the multinational organization (Daniels/Bracker, 1989; Grant, 1996; Kogut/Zander, 1992, 1993) 
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where diverse knowledge sources can support the development of innovative opportunities 

(Desouza/Evaristo, 2003; Foss/Pedersen, 2002; Mudambi, 2003). Like in manufacturing, use of 

communication and information technologies may facilitate the integration of diverse knowledge 

across multinational business entities (Andersen/Foss, 2005). 

 

Service Industries II 

Other types of services have been identified as capital-based (Contactor/Kundu/Hsu, 2003). Firms 

operating in capital-based service industries comprise telecommunication, cable networks, television 

stations, internet service providers, transportation and logistics companies, airlines, etc. They 

constitute organizational structures referred to as value networks as distinct from value chains and 

value shops (Stabell/Fjedstad, 1998). These firms use mediating technologies to link customers in 

exchange of goods, people, information, etc. The operational requirements of these firms include 

ongoing infrastructure maintenance, network promotion, and servicing of linked customers. Value 

creation arises from positive network externalities and related capacity opportunities. Cost 

advantages are similarly driven by scale economies and capacity utilization. These companies need 

to engage in substantial fixed asset investment to establish business networks of sufficient size and 

enable servicing of a large international customer base. Hence, it is advantageous to establish an 

extensive economic infrastructure from the outset to gain the benefits from positive network 

externalities and amortize the up-front investment over a larger global market (Bartlett/Ghoshal, 

1998; Kobrin, 1991; Tallman/Li, 1996). All the while, the potential for new product development 

opportunities may be limited because success primarily depends on international promotion of the 

supportive infrastructure (Bartlett/Ghoshal, 1998; Buhner, 1987). These conditions may have 

adverse implications for the companies’ risk-return profiles and expose them excessively to financial 

and political risks (Boddewyn, 1988; Lessard, 1976; Reeb/Kwok/Back, 1998). The need for an 

extended global reach to gain positive network externalities and scale economies may force these 

companies to expand into increasingly unfamiliar overseas environments that may impose additional 

knowledge acquisition cost and complexities on the organization (Hymer, 1976; Johanson /Vahlne, 

1977, 1990; Zaheer/Musakowski, 1997). 
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Hypotheses 

Based on the theoretical discussions above we proceed to formulate associated hypotheses. MNEs in 

manufacturing industries appear to mainly have advantages associated with an extended 

international organization in the form of location economies (Kogut, 1985, 1989), factor market 

arbitrage (Annavarjula/Beldona, 2000; Daniels/Bracker, 1989), and operational flexibilities (Kogut, 

1985; Kogut/Kulatilaka, 1994). Trading firms should be able to gain from arbitrage opportunities 

between national market entities (Rugman, 1981; Daniels/Bracker, 1989; Annavarjula/Beldona, 

2000) while retaining sufficient investment and operational flexibilities (Kogut, 1985; 

Kogut/Kulatilaka, 1994). The coordination costs in these industry contexts may be handled very 

effectively through means of information and communication technologies (Andersen/Foss, 2005; 

Porter, 1996). Since these firms can manage their variable/fixed cost ratios, they are relatively 

flexible in the choice of multinational expansion and, therefore, should display little change in 

cost/benefit dynamic as the degree of multinationality expands. Hence, we ascertain that 

manufacturing and trading companies alike are likely to take advantage of a multinational structure.  

 
Hypothesis 1:  Companies operating in manufacturing and trading industries will generally 
display a positive relationship between multinationality and performance. 

 

 

MNEs in knowledge-based service industries predominantly face incremental advantages from an 

extended international organization by way of learning through knowledge exchange (Grant, 1996; 

Kogut/Zander, 1992, 1993; Lord/Ranft, 2000) and associated development of new opportunities 

(Desouza/Evaristo, 2003; Foss/Pedersen, 2002; Mudambi, 2003). International expansion does not 

require extensive investment in an economic infrastructure of fixed assets but is associated with the 

relatively low-cost transfer of knowledge-based assets, i.e., the value shop structure imposes few 

operational frictions (Stabell/Fjedstad, 1998). Hence, these firms should have very high flexibility in 

their choice of multinational presence with limited changes in their cost/benefit dynamics of 

multinational expansion. Hence, we suggest that knowledge-based service companies most likely 

will be advantaged by a multinational structure.  
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Hypothesis 2:   Companies operating in knowledge-based service industries will generally 

         display a positive relationship between multinationality and performance. 
 
 

Capital-based service businesses depend on investment in large supportive distribution networks to 

gain from positive network externalities and scale economic efficiencies. The high fixed/variable 

cost ratio associated investment in extensive global infrastructure assets may cause costs to exceed 

the potential benefits from international expansion over long periods of time. Furthermore, MNEs in 

capital-based service industries are exposed to downside performance effects as the dependence on 

infrastructure investments reduce flexibilities and limit new product opportunities (Bartlett/Ghoshal, 

1998; Buhner, 1987). Finally, the pressures for global expansion may overextend exposures to 

operational, financial, and political risks (Boddewyn, 1988; Lessard, 1976; Reeb/Kwok/Back, 1998). 

Hence, we foresee that capital-based service companies may face economic disadvantages at least in 

the initial phases of their multinational market expansion. 

 
Hypothesis 3:  Companies operating in capital-based service industries may display a 
negative relationship between multinationality and performance that turn into a positive 
relationship for high levels of multinationality.  

 

 

In the subsequent section we outline and describe an empirical study devised to test the hypotheses. 

 

 
Empirical Study 

Data 

Organizations were sampled from the Compustat database comprising the 1000 largest firms by total 

turnover, the 1000 largest firms registered by Dun & Bradstreet, and the Fortune 500 companies. 

Only firms with complete datasets for the entire period from 1996 to 2000 were included. Due to an 

overlap in the selection criteria, the final sample consisted of 1,175 firms operating across industries 
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identified by four-digit SIC codes in Compustat. Hence, all the performance measures and control 

variables included in the study were derived from archival data available in Compustat.  

 

Measures 

As measures of multinational performance, we used return on assets (ROA), calculated as earnings 

before interest and taxes (EBIT) divided by total assets, and return on investment (ROI), determined 

as earnings before interest and taxes (EBIT) divided by capital employed, i.e., the sum of 

outstanding debt and retained earnings. The two performance indicators provide slight nuances with 

ROA possibly being more dependent on accounting practices connected to asset valuations. While 

ROI may constitute a more exact measure of economic return, the use of ROA as performance 

indicator is consistently used in previous studies (e.g., Contractor/Kundu/Hsu, 2003; 

Daniels/Bracker, 1989; Gomes/Ramaswamy, 1999; Hitt/Hoskission/Kim, 1997; Ruigrok/Wagner, 

2003).  

 

Multinationality was measured on the basis of the number of countries in which the company has 

foreign subsidiaries (Kogut/Singh, 1988). Other researchers have suggested multiple indicators to 

measure degree of multinationality (e.g., Annavarjula/Beldona, 2000; Sullivan, 1994). However, 

Gomes/Ramaswamy (1996) found the number of foreign countries correlated with foreign sales/total 

sales (FSTS) and foreign assets/total assets (FATA) and loading on the same component in factor 

analysis. The number of foreign countries with subsidiaries captures the essential elements of the 

cost/benefit dynamics associated with the level of multinationality as the number of countries served 

by the MNE reflects the organizations appropriability regimes (Teece, 1986). An alterative measure 

was also adopted to capture both the number of subsidiaries and the number of countries as a better 

proxy for costs and benefits associated with diversity but did not lead to material changes in the 

results. The multinationality measure was calculated as the sum of the natural logarithm of one plus 

the number of foreign countries in which the firm has a presence. The natural logarithm was applied 

to adjust for data skewness. The information on foreign subsidiaries was obtained from America’s 

Corporate Families and International Affiliates, III, Dun & Bradstreet (2001).  
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The study considered a number of control variables to ensure that multinationality as the 

independent variable is a prime explanatory source and not the result of undisclosed mediating 

factors. Previous studies have typically used organizational size as a potential performance 

influencer (e.g., Gomes/Ramaswamy, 1999; Kotabe/Srinivasan/Aulakh, 2002; Ruigrok/Wagner, 

2003) and have adopted dummies to control for industry effects where applicable (e.g., 

Contractor/Kundu/Hsu, 2003; Gomes/Ramaswamy, 1999; Ruigrok/Wagner, 2003). Hence, the 

natural logarithm of total assets was included as control variable to remedy the positive skew in data 

size, and dummy variables for major industry sectors identified around two-digit industry codes 

were included as well.  

 

A recent study found that innovation strategy can affect multinational profitability 

(Kotabe/Srinivasan/Aulakh, 2002) and, therefore, R&D intensity (measured as R&D expenditures 

divided by total assets) was included as control variable. The company’s funding structure may 

affect the performance measures (Hitt/Hoskisson/Kim, 1997) and, therefore, financial leverage 

(measured as total debt divided by retained earnings) was included as a control variable. The market 

evaluation of firm assets compared to the accounting values on the books may affect the 

performance measures (Fama/French, 1992) and, therefore, the market-to-book ratio (measured as 

the market value of the firm divided by retained earnings) was included as a control variable.  

 

Two other control variables were considered namely the level of environmental dynamism 

(measured as the standard deviation of the regression coefficient on the five-year trend line of total 

sales in the industry divided by total sales) as a potential influencer of industry profitability 

(Simerli/Li, 2000), and diversity (measured as the logarithm of one plus the number of four-digit 

industries in which the company operates) as an influencer of the multinationality performance 

relationship (Hitt/Hoskisson/Kim, 1997). However, these two variables were not statistical 

significant and did not materially affect relationship coefficients and were, therefore, excluded from 

the reported results (Kleinbaum/Kupper/Muller/Nizam, 1998). All performance indicators and 

control variables were measured as average values over the five-year period 1996-2000 to avoid 

potential spurious effects and noise caused by periodic accounting adjustments, etc. Table 1 provides 
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descriptive statistics of the total sample. 

 

Insert Table 1 about here 

 

Methodology 

The hypotheses were tested through use of multiple regression analyses, which has been the most 

commonly adopted approach in comparable studies (e.g., Hitt/Hoskisson/Kim, 1997; Riahi-

Belkaoui, 1998; Ruigrok/Wagner, 2003). Some studies have used a pooled time series regression 

technique often to overcome relatively small sample sizes and thereby gain in statistical power (e.g., 

Contractor/Kundu/Hsu, 2003; Gomes/Ramaswamy, 1999; Kotabe/Srinivasan/Aulakh, 2002). 

However, a potential downside to this technique is that it can capture autoregressive time 

relationships that reflect underlying trends in the smaller industry-specific sample 

(Contractor/Kundu/Hsu, 2003; Hill/Phan, 1991). Since, one of the strengths of the present study is 

the comprehensive sample across multiple industries, classical regression was chosen as the 

appropriate methodology. The statistical significance of regression coefficients with ROA and ROI 

as dependent variables and multinationality to the first, second, and third power analyzed potential 

linear, quadratic, and cubic performance relationships in the total cross sectional sample. 

Comparable multiple regressions on industry sub-samples comprising companies operating in 

manufacturing, trading, knowledge-based and capital-based service industries tested hypotheses 1, 2, 

and 3. All independent variables in the regressions were tested for multi-collinearity and the error 

terms in the multiple regressions were checked for outliers, heteroscedasticity, and normality 

(Kleinbaum/Kupper/Muller/Nizam, 1998). 

  

Results 

The first regression analyses indicate that multinationality has a significant direct relationship to 

both performance indicators (Table 2). The regression coefficient of the quadratic multinationality 

measure against ROI is positive and statistically significant, while none of the other coefficients 

show statistical significance. Hence, the study indicates a linear, and possibly slightly exponential, 
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positive relationship between multinationality and performance across industries. The second 

regression analysis performed on a sub-sample of manufacturing companies finds a significant direct 

positive relationship between multinationality and both performance indicators in this industry 

context (Table 3). This provides support for hypothesis 1. The third regression analysis performed 

on a sub-sample of trading companies did not discern linear or u-shaped performance relationships 

but the last regression run using ROA as dependent variable indicates a statistically significant 

inverse s-curve relationship (Table 4). This provides partial support for hypothesis 1. The fourth 

regression analysis performed on a sub-sample of knowledge-based service companies confirms that 

multinationality has a significant direct relationship to both performance indicators in this industry 

context (Table 5). This provides support for hypothesis 2.The fifth regression analysis performed on 

a sub-sample of capital-based service companies finds significant direct negative relationships to 

both performance indicators, while there is no significant indication of quadratic or cubic 

performance relationships in this industry context (Table 6). This provides general support for 

hypothesis 3.  

 

Insert Table 2 about here 

 

Insert Table 3 about here 

 

Insert Table 4 about here 

 

Insert Table 5 about here 

 

Insert Table 6 about here 

 

Discussion  

Main Findings 

The empirical findings from the analysis of the cross-sectional sample reported in this study paint a 
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rather positive picture of the performance outcomes deriving from multinational expansion. 

However, this overarching result covers for nuances observed across the underlying industry 

contexts. The regression results on the full cross-sectional sample indicate a significant positive 

direct relationship between multinationality and performance. The manufacturing sub-sample 

comprises a range of products including household goods, pharmaceuticals, petroleum, machinery, 

computers, semiconductors, etc. The regression analyses performed on this sub-sample repeated the 

positive direct performance relationship thus confirming that net benefits may accrue from 

multinational expansion in these industries, e.g., due to location economies, factor cost arbitrage, 

and operational flexibilities (Annavarjula/Beldona, 2000; Daniels/Bracker, 1989; Kogut, 1985; 

Kogut/Kulatilaka, 1994).  

The trading sub-sample including wholesalers and distributors of various products and retailing 

outfits like department and grocery stores, gas stations, and various outlets for clothing, furniture, 

radios, electronics, etc., show a significant positive performance relationship to multinationality.  

However, it also reveals the contours of a potential sigmoid relationship although statistically 

insignificant. As the only industry context, the analyses identify an inverse s-shaped relationship, 

which may reflect that companies in these industries are less dependent on the recovery of large 

infrastructure investments and, therefore, have more flexibility in their choice of multinational 

expansion. By choosing a presence in key markets, these firms may take advantage of arbitrage 

opportunities, price discrimination, and cross subsidization between national markets 

(Annavarjula/Beldona, 2000; Daniels/Bracker, 1989; Rugman, 1981). But, if they expand further 

into peripheral markets, there may be a need to restructure and establish a more efficient sourcing 

and distribution channels to reap the potential benefits of the operational flexibilities (Kogut, 1985; 

Kogut/Kulatilaka, 1994).  

The knowledge-based service sub-sample including advertising, accounting, education, engineering, 

consulting, hospitals, laboratories, programming, and software development provide similar 

evidence of a positive direct performance relationship of multinationality. That is, a knowledge-

based service industry context seems to allow exploitation of multinational advantages deriving from 

organizational learning processes exchanging regional knowledge sources (Daniels/Bracker, 1989; 

Foss/Pedersen, 2002; Grant, 1996; Kogut/Zander, 1992, 1993; Mudambi, 2003). Hence, the 
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industrial settings of manufacturing, trading, and knowledge-based service businesses all display 

positive performance relationships to multinational expansion.   

However, the capital-based service companies including railroads, trucking, air transportation, cargo 

freight, telecommunication, broadcasting, cable, electric, and transmission services show a direct 

negative performance relationship to multinationality. This seems to confirm the potential downsides 

associated with extensive capital requirements that are peculiar to this industry context 

(Contactor/Kundu/Hsu, 2003). To amortize fixed investment cost over a larger global market 

(Bartlett/Ghoshal, 1998; Kobrin, 1991; Tallman/Li, 1996) these firms may be forced to expand 

internationally and thereby increase financial and political exposures (Boddewyn, 1988; 

Reeb/Kwok/Back, 1998). As a consequence the firms may not recover the initial investment costs 

over extended periods of time. 

 

If we gauge the signs of the regression coefficients across the analyses of the industry sub-samples, 

it is observed that the coefficients of the linear, quadratic, and cubic expressions of multinationality 

indicate the weak (but not statistically significant) contours of an inverse s-shaped performance 

relationship in most industries. That is, the regression analyses on the full sample, the 

manufacturing, the trading, and the capital-based service companies all display positive, negative, 

and positive coefficient signs respectively. Conversely, the regression analysis performed on the 

knowledge-based service companies show negative, positive, and negative coefficient signs, i.e., 

they indicate the contours of an s-shaped performance relationship. Incidentally, these weak (but not 

statistically significant) performance relationships are consistent with the results reported by 

Contractor/Kundu/Hsu (2003) where capital-based service firms displayed and inverse s-curve 

relationship and the knowledge-based service firms an s-curve relationship. Hence, it is tempting to 

consider whether application of pooled time series regression techniques can lead to statistically 

significant results (e.g., Contractor/Kundu/Hsu, 2003; Ruigrok/Wagner, 2003). However, analyzing 

the performance relationship on a pooled time series did not find statistical significance in the 

indicated sigmoid curvature. The extended analysis reproduced the linear relationships and further 

specified these as immediate or delayed u-curve relationships with different ‘tilts’ in all industries 

except trading, where the inverse s-shaped performance relationship was repeated. In other words, 
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compared to previous studies that support the concept of an international expansion threshold 

(Daniels/Bracker, 1989; Geringer/Beamish/daCosta, 1989; Gomes/Ramaswamy, 1999; Ramaswamy, 

1995; Sullivan, 1994) that phenomenon has not been confirmed in this study, which is based on a 

more comprehensive and recent dataset. Similarly, there is no indication of a sub-optimal stage 3 in 

the knowledge-based service industries (Contractor/Kundu/Hsu, 2003).   

 

Limitations and Perspectives 

The sampling of companies among the largest US companies could reduce the relevance of the 

collected data because large organizations may be further along in the internationalization process 

than smaller firms. However, the US economy constitutes a large home market that can satisfy the 

growth potential of large firms and the collected date do indeed indicate a large deviation in the level 

of multinationality across the sampled firms. Hence, the focus on large US firms could be seen as an 

advantage to this type of study because many of them would be seriously considering home market 

versus multinational expansion as realistic strategic choices.  

With a singular focus on US based companies, this study cannot provide comparative analysis on the 

effects of home country origin although it provides a good comparative contrast to the previous 

studies based on US firms. Hence, it is interesting to note that this study finds positive linear and 

possibly u-curve performance relationships among US manufacturing firms, which is at odds with 

several US-based studies finding inverse u-curve relationships (Daniels/Bracker, 1989; 

Gomes/Ramaswamy, 1999; Sullivan, 1994) but corresponds to results obtained in analyses of 

German manufacturing firms (Ruigrok/Wagner, 2003). An explanation for these contradictory 

results could be found in the influence of time as performance relationships are likely to change over 

time (Hitt/Hoskisson/Kim, 1997; Geringer/Tallman/Olsen, 2000). Three studies that found inverse u-

curve relationships were based on data series covering a period from the 1970es to 1995 

(Daniels/Bracker, 1989; Gomes/Ramaswamy, 1999; Sullivan, 1994) whereas Ruigrok/Wagner 

(2003) based their study on data from 1993-1997, that is, a period partially coinciding with the more 

recent data series used in this study. One reason why the performance relationship of 

multinationality improves over time could be the emergence of new communication and information 

technologies that allow manufacturing firms to integrate processes more efficiently across global 
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entities than has been the case in earlier periods (Andersen/Foss, 2005). 

Finally, the multinationality measure is not able to distinguish between the types of foreign 

subsidiaries the MNEs have established. However, it could be useful to differentiate, e.g, between 

production and sales entities, which might show that wide international dispersion of production 

plants is a disadvantage to manufacturing firms whereas sales offices possibly could be more widely 

distributed without incurring large incremental cost and loss of operational efficiency. However, 

future studies will have to consider these effects.  

      

Conclusions  

The performance of multinational expansion is influenced by developments in the underlying 

cost/benefit trade-offs. Particular industrial conditions can display different cost/benefit dynamics 

that may lead to diverse performance effects across industries. These industry specific cost/benefits 

dynamics may change over time, e.g., as use of information and communication technologies 

improve the ability to coordinate activities in complex dispersed multinational structures. The results 

from an empirical analysis of a comprehensive cross-sectional sample of US based companies 

indicate largely positive performance relationships to multinational expansion during the period 

1996-2000 with some nuances observed between industries. Companies operating in manufacturing, 

trading, and knowledge-based service industries show positive performance relationships whereas 

firms in capital-based service industries show negative performance relationships. Hence, the 

empirical evidence provides strong support for the proposition that the performance effects of 

multinational expansion is confounded by industry-specific conditions.   
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Figure 1.      The Performance Relationship of Multinationality as Determined by Underlying 
   Cost/Benefit Functions 
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Figure 2.      The Performance Relationship of Multinationality as Determined by Underlying 
   Cost/Benefit Functions 
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Figure 3.      The Performance Relationship of Multinationality as Determined by Underlying 
   Cost/Benefit Functions 
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Table  1.     Descriptive Statistics and Correlation Coefficients (n=1,175) 
_______________________________________________________________________________________ 
 
     Mean    S.D.       1      2      3       4       5      6             
 
1   ROI (return on investment)     7.55    8.74      -      -      -       -       -      -    
2   ROA (return on asset)    4.25    5.69   .872**      -      -       -       -      - 
3   Organizational size (ln[assets])   7.85    1.60  -.034   .079**      -       -       -      -  
4   Financial leverage          1.13    2.08  -.144**   -.098**   .236**       -       -      -    
5   R&D intensity     1.72    2.44   .112**   .070**  -.073**   -.100**      -      -     
6   Market-to-book ratio    1.21    2.36   .256**   .202**  -.391**   -.206**   .306**     -    
7   Multinationality (ln[1+cty])    0.36    0.48   .162**   .168**   .203**   -.048**   .312**   .074*       
___________________________________________________________________________________________________ 
+ p < 0.10;    * p < 0.05;  ** p < 0.01 
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Table 2.     Regression Analyses – Cross Sectional Sample (Standardized Regression Coefficients, n=1,175) 
_________________________________________________________________________________________________ 
 
Dependent variable:                          ROI (return on investment)   ROA (return on assets)    
 
Organizational size (ln[assets])     .194**  .146**  .127**  .124**   .123**  .065+  .055  .052
Financial leverage     -.074* -.069* -.071* -.070*  -.078** -.074** -.075** -.074** 

R&D intensity      -.029 -.043 -.050 -.049  -.062+  .070* -.074* -.073*  

Market-to-book value      .294**   .293**   .293**  .281**   .304**   .297**   .292**  .290** 

 
Primarya         .021   .032  .032  .032   .054   .053  .053  .053 
Household goodsb      .130**   .125*   .125*  .125**   .182**   .164**  .163**  .164**

Electronics, machineryc     .087+  .065  .069  .074   .136**  .106*  .109*  .112*

Transportationd      .033  .038  .041  .041        .050  .047  .049  .049
Telecommunicatione     -.154** -.142** -.144** -.143**  -.150** -.148** -.150** -.149**

Energyf      -.042 -.014 -.015 -.014  -.001  .013  .012  .013 
Wholesaleg       .013  .013  .013  .014     .025  .016  .016  .017 
Retailh        .110**  .124**  .123**  .124**   .122**  .121**  .120**  .121**

Financial institutionsi      .101*  .141**  .140**  .142**  -.020  .002  .002  .003 
Data programming servicesj    -.053  -.065+  -.061+ -.061+  -.044 -.062+ -.060+ -.059+

 
Multinationality (ln[1+cty])        -  .132**  -.080  .072      -  .096**  -.016  .119
Multinationality (ln[1+cty]2)        -     -   .228** -.176      -     -   .121 -.238
Multinationality (ln[1+cty]3)        -     -       -  .266      -     -       -  .236
 
Multiple R2        .147   .158  .163  .164      .159   .162  .164  .164    
Adjusted R2       .136  .147  .151     .151   .148  .151  .151     .151 
F-significance       .000     .000  .000  .000   .000     .000  .000  .000 
________________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 
+ p < 0.10;    * p < 0.05;  ** p < 0.01 
a SIC code: 100-1731; b SIC code: 2000-2911; c SIC code: 3011-3990; d SIC code: 4011-4522; e SIC code: 4812-4899; f SIC code: 4911-4991; g SIC code: 5000-5190;  
h SIC code: 5200-5735; i SIC code: 6021-6799; j SIC code: 7370-7377. 
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Table 3.     Regression Analyses – Manufacturing Companiesa (Standardized Regression Coefficients, n=532) 
_________________________________________________________________________________________________ 
 
Dependent variable:                          ROI (return on investment)   ROA (return on assets)    
 
Organizational size (ln[assets])     .260**  .223**  .203**  .201**   .174**  .146**  .144**  .144** 

Financial leverage     -.041 -.035 -.037 -.036  -.059 -.055 -.065 -.055
R&D intensity      -.088* -.096* -.097* -.094*  -.123** -.129** -.129** -.129**  

Market-to-book value      .354**   .354**   .342**  .340**   .393**   .393**   .392**  .392** 

 
Household goodsb      .116   .093   .094  .094   .093   .078  .076  .076 
Electronics, machineryc     .087  .043  .050  .052   .061  .029  .030  .030 
 
Multinationality (ln[1+cty])        -  .118**  -.034  .091      -  .086+   .071  .078
Multinationality (ln[1+cty]2)        -     -   .164 -.174      -     -   .016 -.004
Multinationality (ln[1+cty]3)        -     -       -  .222      -     -       -  .013
 
Multiple R2        .141   .152  .154  .155      .148   .154  .154  .154    
Adjusted R2       .130  .139  .140     .139   .136  .141  .139     .137 
F-significance       .000     .000  .000  .000   .000     .000  .000  .000 
________________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 
+ p < 0.10;    * p < 0.05;  ** p < 0.01 
a SIC code: 2000-3990; b SIC code: 2000-2911; c SIC code: 3011-3990.
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Table 4.     Regression Analyses – Trading Companiesa (Standardized Regression Coefficients, n=194) 
_________________________________________________________________________________________________ 
 
Dependent variable:                          ROI (return on investment)   ROA (return on assets)    
 
Organizational size (ln[assets])    -.025 -.047 -.046 -.036  -.012 -.034 -.032   -.018
Financial leverage     -.082 -.082 -.082 -.079  -.004 -.004 -.005   -.001
R&D intensity      -.026 -.036 -.037 -.031  -.052 -.062 -.065   -.057  

Market-to-book value      .592**   .589**   .588**  .585**   .724**   .721**   .717**    .713** 

 
Wholesaleb      -.105  -.111  -.109 -.104  -.120+  -.125+ -.118+   -.111 
Retailc       -.050 -.038 -.037 -.030  -.086 -.074 -.068   -.059 
 
Multinationality (ln[1+cty])        -  .083   .111  .474      -  .085   .206    .725* 

Multinationality (ln[1+cty]2)        -     -  -.030 -.980      -     -  -.129 -1.490+ 

Multinationality (ln[1+cty]3)        -     -       -  .625      -     -       -    .893+ 

 
Multiple R2        .395   .401  .401  .405      .522   .529  .531    .538    
Adjusted R2       .373  .376  .372     .373   .505  .508  .508       .513 
F-significance       .000     .000  .000  .000   .000     .000  .000    .000 
________________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 
+ p < 0.10;    * p < 0.05;  ** p < 0.01 
a SIC code: 5000-5990; b SIC code: 5000-5190; c SIC code: 5200-5735.
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Table 5.    Regression Analyses – Knowledge-Based Service Companiesa (Standardized Regression Coefficients, n=145) 
_________________________________________________________________________________________________ 
 
Dependent variable:                          ROI (return on investment)   ROA (return on assets)    
 
Organizational size (ln[assets])     .228*  .146  .093  .094   .234*  .070  .023  .025
Financial leverage     -.258** -.224* -.229* -.229*  -.240*  .227* -.231* -.230* 

R&D intensity       .066  .022  .013  .014   .013  .012  .004  .005  

Market-to-book value     -.005   .018  -.012 -.012  -.119  -.179  -.205+ -.205+ 

 
Data programming servicesb     .026  -.011  -.002 -.002   .135   .105  .113  .113 
 
Multinationality (ln[1+cty])        -  .204*  -.078 -.098      -  .092  -.157 -.198
Multinationality (ln[1+cty]2)        -     -   .318  .371      -     -   .280  .389
Multinationality (ln[1+cty]3)        -     -       - -.036      -     -       - -.073
 
Multiple R2        .099   .127  .138  .138      .104   .086  .094  .094    
Adjusted R2       .060  .082  .087     .080   .065  .039  .041     .034 
F-significance       .023     .023  .009  .016   .017     .086  .090  .136 
________________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 
+ p < 0.10;    * p < 0.05;  ** p < 0.01 
a SIC code: 7200-8742; b SIC code: 7370-7377. 
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Table 6.     Regression Analyses – Capital-Based Service Companiesa (Standardized Regression Coefficients, n=169) 
_________________________________________________________________________________________________ 
 
Dependent variable:                          ROI (return on investment)   ROA (return on assets)    
 
Organizational size (ln[assets])     .321**  .367**  .361**  .365**   .330**  .389**  .383**  .386** 

Financial leverage      .076  .084  .090  .194+   .101+  .112+  .118*  .134* 

R&D intensity      -.030 -.018 -.034 -.052  -.040 -.024 -.043 -.063  

Market-to-book value      .540**   .566**   .567**  .573**   .560**   .594**   .595**  .602** 

 
Telecommunicationb     -.678**  -.710**  -.726** -.723**  -.700**  -.741** -.761** -.757**

Energyc      -.158+ -.208* -.217* -.219*  -.134+ -.199* -.210* -.212*

 
Multinationality (ln[1+cty])        - -.118+  -.302+  .120      - -.155*  -.372*  .088
Multinationality (ln[1+cty]2)        -     -   .202 -.914      -     -   .238 -.978
Multinationality (ln[1+cty]3)        -     -       -  .748      -     -       -  .816
 
Multiple R2        .400   .411  .416  .422      .442   .460  .467  .474    
Adjusted R2       .374  .382  .383     .385   .418  .433  .437     .441 
F-significance       .000     .000  .000  .000   .000     .000  .000  .000 
________________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 
+ p < 0.10;    * p < 0.05;  ** p < 0.01 
a SIC code: 4011-4991; b SIC code: 4812-4899; c SIC code: 4911-4991. 
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